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TRout line

Freshwater
90 ft. North Wood
Green
20 ft. Sink Tip

4 wt

The conventional wisdom in fly fishing is that there’s no
such thing as a “do it all” freshwater line. North River Fly
Fishing Shop likes to prove that wrong. The Trout Line
Serires has the power to bomb out streamers, yet retains
delicacy for dry flies. It mends like an absolute dream, and
delivers flies at all distances. Built a half-size heavy, with a
long head and substantial front taper, it’s perfect for everything from trout anyd panfish to pike and steelhead. The
Trout Line Series are, the highest-performance smooth fly
lines in the world. With up to five times less drag and eight
times the durability of traditional lines, this will change the
way you look at fly line performance.

TROUT LINE SERIES
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SALMON line

Freshwater
100 ft. Forest Moss
15 ft. Sink Tip

6 wt

The North River Fly Fishing Shop Salmon Fly Lines feature
the new, revolutionary AST PLUS slickness additive. The
Salmon Series will shoot farther and last longer than any
other line on the market. It’s slickness down to a science.
North River Fly Fishing Shop Salmon Fly Lines are the best
all-around fly line that we have ever made. This line will
handle everything from tossing small dries to slinging huge
streamers. Built a half-size heavy, the taper is designed with
more mass toward the front of the head with an added
emphasis on presentation.

SALMON LINE SERIES
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PIKE & MUSKY line

Freshwater
100 ft. Surf Blue
30 ft. Sink Tip

9 wt

If you’re anything like us, the allure of big fish and big rivers
is intoxicating. That’s precisely why North River Fly Fishing
Shop created the Northern Pike Line Series. Designed with
line control in mind, its extended rear taper allows you to
cast a mile, mend with authority, and turn over nearly any
rig imaginable, from dredging double nymphs to larger
dry-dropper concoctions. This series of lines are the
highest-performance smooth fly lines in the world. With up
to five times less drag and eight times the durability of
traditional lines, this will change the way you look at fly line
performance.

NORTHERN PIKE LINE SERIES

